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Concepts addressed:  
Causes and consequences of the First World War and the Russian Revolution  
 
I. European tensions prior to 1914  

A. Imperial "crises"  
1. Scramble for Africa - Berlin Conference of 1884 established level of presence needed to 

claim possession  
2. Fashoda - clash between France and Britain over area in Sudan/ Egypt - peacefully 

resolved  
3. French became involved in Morocco after various conflicts with Germany (speech by 

Kaiser at Tangiers raised French ire)  
4. British fought Boer War (1898-1901) in South Africa - much tougher struggle than 

expected, Britain worried about ability to defend Empire against Germany  
B. Nationalism in Eastern Europe  

1. Weakening of Austro-Hungarian Empire led various "national" groups to strive for 
independence - Czechs, Serbians, etc.  

2. Each linguistic/cultural/national group wanted its own country  
C. The Eastern Question  

1. Slow collapse of Ottoman Empire with loss of European/Balkan territory nearing an end  
2. Revolution in Turkey (Young Turks came to power) brought forth specifically Turkish 

nationalism - tensions in Middle East and Balkans  
D. Arms Race  

1. Dreadnought (large, fully mechanized battleships) race - Britain determined to maintain 
Naval supremacy in face of German challenge  

E. Economic/trade competition  
1. Emergence of Germany as chief industrial exporter of high value products (chemicals, 

electrical equipment)  
2. Britain feared that all would be "made in Germany" F.  

F. German ambitions and insecurities  
 1.  Kaiser and his son spoke frequently about need to claim German "place in the son"  
 2.  German interest in territorial expansion yet came late to imperial game in Africa  
 3.  German occupation of Alsace-Lorraine after 1871 - the French wanted that territory back  
 4.  Feared being isolated - determined to fulfill terms of friendship with Austria, including  
      giving its government a "blank check" to deal with Serbia as it deemed necessary  
G. Alliance system  

1.  Triple Entente - France, Russia, Britain - France/Russia had formal alliance; British  
     participation more tacit  
2.  Triple Alliance - Germany, Austria, and Italy - Italy also leaned toward Triple Entente  
     before the war, went over to that side after WWI broke out  
3.  Russia (mainly ethnic Slavs) would support Serbia (also Slavic) against Austria/Germany  

H. New technologies  
1.  Telegraph, telephone accelerated movement from crisis to war  
2.  After assassination of Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo, Austria sought war as means to  
     control nationalism in Bosnia, halt collapse of own power - no time for diplomacy  
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II. Consequences of WWI  
A. Creation of new countries, breakdown of old  
 1. Austria lost territory, now limited to mainly German-speaking areas  

2. Creation of Czechoslovakia - Czechs (Protestants) and Slovaks (Catholics) an unstable  
    combination  
3. Expansion of Romania - on losing side but gained land because of Western European  
    political/diplomatic priorities  
4. Division of Middle East into mandates under France or Britain  
5. Creation of Poland with access to sea that required split of German territory, some loss of  
    German speaking areas to Poland  
6. Creation of Yugoslavia (included Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia Herzegovina, Croatia)  

B. Treaty of Versailles failed to settle conflict  
1. "War guilt" clause attributed responsibility for war to Germany alone - caused bitterness in  
     Germany  
2. Reparations - although Germany got more out of France after Franco-Prussian war,  
    reparations payments to France, Belgium significant especially as Germans rejected   
    responsibility  
3. "Self-determination" principle not always applied - various national groups not given their  
    own countries (e.g. Slovaks)  
4. Limitations on German armaments and military - but lack of  
    clear enforcement mechanism  
5. League of Nations - developed notions of international mediation but no associated military  
    force; Germany and the US not members  

C. Changes in the victors  
1. France lost huge percentage of males 18-44 with consequences in terms of lower birth rate,  
    loss of population, lack of husbands for young women - social debates and tensions  
2. Britain, France lost well-educated, wealthy young men (not just lower class doing the   
    fighting)  
3. Growth of the State and the government's role in the economy use of mechanisms to get  

production - suggested possibilities for on-going efforts to intervene to reduce   
unemployment, direct efforts in particular directions, etc. while still preserving capitalism  
(viability of social democracy)  

D. Cultural effects  
1. War literature - great poetry (e.g. Wilfred Owens), memoirs (e.g. Robert Graves), novels  
    (Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front (on pacifist side) vs. Ernst Junger's Storm  
    of Steel(on militant side)  
2. War images - memorials in villages throughout Europe; surrealist artists often represented  
    battlefields; Kathe Kolwitz represented experience of grieving mother  
3. War more mechanical, less romanticized in Western European countries - pacifist     
    movements gained popularity and credibility  
4. Growing interest in pan-European movements, though still minority as nationalism     
    remained strong  
5. Women gained experience in industry; more middle class women might not get married  
    and would need to work  
6. Trench warfare, shell shock (post-traumatic stress) became part of social/cultural life –  
    effects on traditional notions of masculinity  
7. "Culture wars" of 1920s/1930s between modernists (used art/literature in effort to challenge   
    gender, sexual, social norms) and traditionalists (who wanted to defend the status quo  
    before war)  
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III. Causes of the Russian Revolution  
A. The Russian social/economic system  

  1. Harsh version of serfdom remained legal in Russia until 1860sand little done to help  
      emancipated serfs own land  
  2. Little industrialization until accelerated by government c. 1900  
  3. Middle class and professions present but took longer to gain influence than elsewhere in  
         Europe  
  4. Enormous cultural gap between aristocrats/elites and serfs elites rarely spoke Russian, less  
      religious, interested in modernizing on the Western European model  

B. Socialist, Communist, and Anarchist Ideas  
1. Terrorists and terrorist groups assassinated a tsar, tried to assassinate other public officials  
2. Alexander Herzen interpreted traditional Russian land/village (the mil) as proto- 
    Communist - Russia might jump over capitalist stage and go straight to Communism  
3. Emergence of Menshevik/Bolshevik parties in exile, most leaders in Switzerland (including  
    Lenin, Trotsky)  

C. Tsarist absolutism  
1. Tsar resisted calls for democratization or even a constitution  
2. Revolution in 1905 (combination of strikes by miners and workers along with calls by  
    intellectuals, professionals for representative government) led to the creation of the Duma  
    but parliament undercut by the tsar  
3. Tsar/advisors manipulated elections until the membership of the Duma did not reflect  
    public opinion  

D. The Nature of Russian Industrialization  
 1. Workers brought straight from fields/farms into factories isolated, male-only tenement  
          dorms  

2. No legislation to protect safety of workers; pay very low; workers treated like serfs  
3. Workers concentrated in particular districts of cities such as St Petersburg while the  
    wealthy lived in comfort elsewhere  

E. World War I  
1. Russian war effort poorly coordinated; soldiers dispirited and lacked basic supplies  
    (including guns, boots)  
2. Officers of aristocracy vs. soldiers of peasant/working class  
3. Bolsheviks and other radicals able to infiltrate army as conditions worsened and defeats  
    increased  
4. After Provisional Government under Kerensky failed to end the war or establish legitimacy,  
    Bolsheviks stood out as only party untainted by the war  

F. Leadership - Vladimir Lenin, Leon Trotsky, etc  
1. Bolshevik/Revolutionary leaders spent most of young adulthood in exile - Switzerland,  
    Finland  
2. Intellectuals - educated in European literature, philosophy  
3. Determined to make a version of Marxism apply to Russia despite comparative lack of  

industrialization - focus on land collectivization, peasantry along with strategy to accelerate      
industrialization  

3. Masters of timing, propaganda, and recruitment - wrote and spoke abundantly - excellent  
    strategists  

IV. Consequences of the Russian Revolution  
A. Immediate change in leadership  

1. Disappearance of aristocracy from government; under Lenin, government/Bolshevik party  
    dominated by intellectuals but some discussion/democratic element  
2. State government gained far greater influence on local governments than under tsars  

B. Russian exit from WWI  
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1. Surrendered large amounts of territory to Germany through Treaty of Brest-Litovsk  
2. Allies embittered - invasions of "white," counter-revolutionary forces after WWI ended but  
    failed to reverse the "red" revolution  

C. Economic changes  
1. Under Lenin, collectivization and shift to Communist system gradual, especially in wake of  
    internal wars that ended only in 1920/1  
2. Under Stalin, 5-year plans attempted to accelerate  

D. Social changes  
1. Advances in women's rights - women accepted into paid employment; birth control;  
    enfranchised  
2. Education system opened to poor/peasants/working class 
3. Middle class, capitalists of pre-revolutionary Russia labeled "kulaks" and lost status  
4. Resistance in Ukraine, among Cossacks, etc. but ultimately crushed - Russians remained  
    dominant in USSR  


